(Singapore Registration No.: 200009758W)

NEWS RELEASE
MIDAS ACHIEVES 45.5% PROFIT GROWTH TO S$13.7 MILLION IN 3Q2010
-

Core business Aluminium Alloy Division’s revenue climbs 34.9% to S$47.4
million

-

Associate NPRT contributes S$3.2 million (3Q2009: S$0.9 million)

Financial Highlights
(S$’mil)

3Q2010 3Q2009 Change % 9M2010 9M2009 Change %

Continuing Operations:
- Revenue

49.8

37.0

34.5

143.4

106.0

35.2

- Gross profit

17.8

14.9

19.7

48.2

43.7

10.4

- Profit before tax

16.1

11.4

41.8

41.5

33.1

25.4

- Profit after tax

13.7

9.5

44.3

34.7

27.0

28.4

Total profit for the
period

13.7

9.4

45.5

34.7

27.4

26.9

Singapore & Hong Kong, November 12, 2010 - Midas Holdings Limited (哖䗮ᯟ᧗㛑ᴹ
䲀ޜਨ) (“Midas” or the “Company”, together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”; SGX-ST
stock code: 5EN; SEHK stock code: 1021) announced today its financial results for the
three months ended September 30, 2010 (“3Q2010”). Profit from continuing operations
grew 44.3% from S$9.5 million in the three months ended September 30, 2009
(“3Q2009”) to S$13.7 million in 3Q2010. This was achieved on the back of a 34.5%
jump in revenue from S$37.0 million in 3Q2009 to S$49.8 million in 3Q2010.
The Group’s Aluminium Alloy Division continued to perform strongly in 3Q2010. Its
revenue increased 34.9% from S$35.2 million in 3Q2009 to S$47.4 million in 3Q2010,
accounting for approximately 95.4% of total revenue.
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The Rail Transport Industry remained the main contributor to the Aluminium Alloy
Division’s revenue. The segment accounted for 80.7% of the division’s revenue for the
nine months ended September 30, 2010 (“9M2010”), while the Power Industry and the
Others segment made up the balance 3.2% and 16.1% respectively.
During the quarter under review, an increase in raw material cost resulted in the gross
profit margin at the Aluminium Alloy Division declining from 41.1% in 3Q2009 to 36.5%
in 3Q2010. This in turn led to a lower overall gross profit margin, which decreased from
40.2% in 3Q2009 to 35.8% in 3Q2010.
In line with the Aluminium Alloy Division’s increased business volume, which resulted in
higher transport costs, travelling expenses, consumable items and staff costs in
3Q2010, selling and distribution expenses rose 22.6% to S$1.6 million during the
quarter.
Administrative expenses increased 15.7% to S$2.7 million in 3Q2010, mainly due to
higher payroll costs arising from an increase in headcount to cater to the Group’s
current expansion plans, salary revisions, as well as an increase in depreciation,
amortisation and property taxes.
In 3Q2010, contribution from the Group’s associated company Nanjing SR Puzhen Rail
Transport Co., Ltd (ইӜই䖖⎖䭷䖘䖖䖶ᴹ䲀䍓ԫޜਨ) (“NPRT”) increased from
S$0.9 million to S$3.2 million. This was driven mainly by an increase in delivery of train
cars to its customers.
For 9M2010, the Group registered a revenue increase of 35.2% to S$143.4 million,
while profit attributable to equity holders rose 26.9% to S$34.7 million.
As at September 30, 2010, the Group had cash and cash equivalents of S$98.7 million.
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Midas will be paying its second interim dividend of 0.25 Singapore cents per ordinary
share on December 10, 2010. Together with the first interim dividend paid out on
September 15, 2010, the Company will be distributing a total of 0.5 Singapore cents per
ordinary share for the first half of financial year 2010. Going forward, the Board of
Directors has determined to review the Group’s proposed dividend payout, if any, on a
semi-annual basis (being interim for the six months ended June and final dividend in
December) in lieu of an enlarged shareholder base. For financial year 2010, the
Company shall pay a total dividend per ordinary share of not less than 1.0 Singapore
cent.
Outlook
On October 6, 2010, Midas Holdings Limited successfully listed on the Stock Exchange
of Hong Kong, marking another significant milestone for the Group.

Mr Patrick Chew (ઘॾ)ݹ, CEO of Midas, said, “Our secondary listing in Hong Kong
has served to enhance our corporate profile, and we will strive to leverage on the
increased exposure to deliver maximised returns to our loyal shareholders.”
Since July 1, 2010, the Group’s Aluminium Alloy Division continued to secure contracts
for rail sector projects in the PRC, including the Hangzhou Metro Line 1 Project, Pearl
River Delta Inter-City Train Project (Dongguan – Shenzhen Section) and Dongguan –
Huizhou Inter-City Train Project. The division also signed a Letter of Intent with
Bombardier Sifang (Qingdao) Transportation Ltd for the provision of downstream
fabrication services for the CRH1-380 High Speed Train Project.
The Group’s long-term working relationships with renowned international train car
manufacturers were further cemented as its Aluminium Alloy Division won its largest
international contract to-date from Bombardier Transportation GmbH in October 2010.
The Group’s Aluminium Alloy Division will be supplying aluminium alloy extrusion
profiles, including fabricated parts, for the SBB Double Deck Train Project in
Switzerland.
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Commented Mr Chew, “Our contract win for the SBB Double Deck Train Project is a
reflection of our customers’ confidence in not only our extrusion capabilities, but also in
our downstream fabrication services. We are confident that we will continue to deliver
and showcase our high quality products and services.”
The Group’s third and fourth aluminium alloy extrusion production lines have already
commenced production and the fifth extrusion production line is currently in the
installation and commissioning phase. Upon its completion, the Group’s annual
extrusion production capacity will increase to 50,000 tonnes.
The Group is also in the process of putting up a third fabrication line, which upon
completion, will allow the Group to process train car body components for 1,000 train
cars per annum.
“Looking ahead, we are optimistic that Midas will continue to deliver good
performance,” added Mr Chew.
About Midas Holdings Limited
Founded in 2000, Midas is today the leading manufacturer of aluminium alloy extrusion
products for the passenger rail transportation sector in the PRC. Over the years, Midas
has built an established track record in supplying to the PRC passenger rail
transportation sector, which includes participation in landmark contracts such as trains
for the Beijing-Tianjin High Speed Train Project, and inter-city high speed trains for the
CRH3-380

Project.

Midas’

customers

include

domestic

PRC

licensed

train

manufacturers from China South Locomotive & Rolling Stock Corporation Limited (ѝഭ
ই䖖㛑ԭᴹ䲀ޜਨ) (“CSR”) and China CNR Corporation Limited (ѝഭे䖖㛑ԭᴹ䲀ޜ
ਨ) (“CNR”), as well as international customers such as Alstom Transport (“Alstom”),
Siemens AG (“Siemens”) and Bombardier Transportation.
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Midas has a strategic 32.5% stake investment in Nanjing SR Puzhen Rail Transport
Co., Ltd ( ই Ӝ ই 䖖⎖ 䭷  䖘 䖖 䖶 ᴹ 䲀 䍓 ԫ  ޜਨ ) (“NPRT”), an associate company
engaged in the development, manufacturing and sale of metro trains, bogies and their
related parts. NPRT is one of the four Licensed Metro Manufacturers licensed to
undertake metro train projects on a nationwide basis in the PRC.
In recognition of its consistent growth and profitability, Midas is one of only six
companies, and the only aluminium alloy extrusion products manufacturer, in Asia to be
included in Forbes Asia’s “Best Under A Billion” list for four consecutive years from
2006 to 2009. The Company was also awarded the “Best Investor Relations Award
(Gold)” at the Singapore Corporate Awards 2010 in the “S$300 million to less than S$1
billion market capitalisation” category.
Midas has a primary listing on the Mainboard of the Singapore Exchange Securities
Trading Limited and a secondary listing on the Main Board of the Stock Exchange of
Hong Kong Limited.

For further information, please contact:
Singapore
Citigate Dewe Rogerson, i.MAGE
Chia Hui Kheng

Kelyn Tan

Mobile: +65 9781 5913

Mobile: +65 9781 3605

Office: +65 6534 5122

Office: +65 6534 5122

Email: huikheng.chia@citigatedrimage.com

Email: kelyn.tan@citigatedrimage.com

Hong Kong
Citigate Dewe Rogerson
Mill Seen
Mobile: +852 9224 9240
Direct: +852 2533 4612
Email: mill.seen@citigate.com.hk
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ᯠ㚎は

哕䚄ᯟ൘ 2010 䋑᭯ᒤйᆓᓖਆᗇ 45.5%ⓒ࡙䮧㠣 1,370 㩜ᯠ࣐එݳ
-

ѫ㾱ᾝउ䣱ਸ䠁䜘Ⲵ⠏ᾝ乽кॷ 34.9%㠣 4,740 㩜ᯠ࣐එݳ

-

㚟⠏ޜਨইӜই䓺Ⲵⓒ࡙䋒⦫⛪ 320 㩜ᯠ࣐එ( ݳ2009 䋑᭯ᒤйᆓᓖ⛪ 90 㩜ᯠ࣐
එ)ݳ

䋑उ᪈㾱
(Ⲯ㩜’ᯠ࣐එ)ݳ

3Q2010 3Q2009

䆺अ %

9M2010 9M2009

䆺अ %

ᤱ㒼㏃⠏ᾝउ:
- ⠏ᾝ乽

49.8

37.0

34.5

143.4

106.0

35.2

- ∋࡙

17.8

14.9

19.7

48.2

43.7

10.4

- 〵ࡽⓒ࡙

16.1

11.4

41.8

41.5

33.1

25.4

- 〵ᖼⓒ࡙

13.7

9.5

44.3

34.7

27.0

28.4

ᵏ䯃㑭ⓒ࡙

13.7

9.4

45.5

34.7

27.4

26.9

ᯠ࣐එ㠷俉ˈ2010 ᒤ 11 ᴸ 12 ᰕ - 哕䚄ᯟ᧗㛑ᴹ䲀ޜਨ (Midas Holdings Limited)
(ǋ哕䚄ᯟǌᡆǋޜਨǌˈ䙓਼ަ䱴ኜޜਨ㉑ちǋ䳶ൈǌ˗ᯠӔᡰ㛑ԭԓ㲏˖5EN; 㚟Ӕ
ᡰ㛑ԭԓ㲏˖1021) Ӻཙᇓոᡚ㠣 2010 ᒤ 9 ᴸ 30 ᰕ→йػᴸ (ǋ3Q2010ǌ) Ⲵ䋑उᾝ
㑮Ǆֶ㠚ᤱ㒼㏃⠏ᾝउⲴⓒ࡙ᗎᡚ㠣 2009 ᒤ 9 ᴸ 30 ᰕ→йػᴸ (ǋ3Q2009ǌ) Ⲵ 950
㩜ᯠ࣐එݳкॷ 44.3%㠣 3Q2010 Ⲵ 1,370 㩜ᯠ࣐එݳǄ↔ѳสᯬ⠏ᾝ乽ᗎ 3Q2009 Ⲵ
3,700 㩜ᯠ࣐එݳкॷ 34.5%㠣 3Q2010 Ⲵ 4,980 㩜ᯠ࣐එݳᡰ㠤Ǆ

䳶ൈⲴ䣱ਸ䠁䜘൘ 3Q2010 㒬㒼ਆᗇᕧࣱ㺘⨮Ǆަ⠏ᾝ乽ᗎ 3Q2009 Ⲵ 3,520 㩜ᯠ࣐එ
ݳ࣐ 34.9%㠣 3Q2010 Ⲵ 4,740 㩜ᯠ࣐එˈݳіք㑭⠏ᾝ乽㌴ 95.4%Ǆ
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䩥䚃䙻䕨㹼ᾝӽ❦ᱟ䣱ਸ䠁䜘⠏ᾝ乽Ⲵѫ㾱᭦⳺ֶⓀǄ䂢㹼ᾝᯬᡚ㠣 2010 ᒤ 9 ᴸ 30 ᰕ
→ҍػᴸ (ǋ9M2010ǌ) քҶ䣱ਸ䠁䜘⠏ᾝ乽Ⲵ 80.7%ˈ㘼䴫࣋㹼ᾝ৺ަԆ㹼ᾝࡷ࠶ࡕ
ք 3.2%৺ 16.1%Ǆ

ᯬ ᵜᆓᓖˈᶀ ᯉ ܩṬⲴк╢ሾ㠤䣱 ਸ䠁 䜘Ⲵ∋࡙⦷ᗎ 3Q2009 Ⲵ 41.1% л━㠣
3Q2010 Ⲵ 36.5%Ǆഐ↔䳶ൈⲴ㑭∋࡙⦷Ӗᗎ 3Q2009 Ⲵ 40.2%л䱽㠣 3Q2010 Ⲵ
35.8%Ǆ

3Q2010 Ⲵ䙻䕨䋫⭘ǃᐞ䋫⭘ǃ⎸㙇૱৺ᐕᡀᵜˈ䳘㪇䣱ਸ䠁䜘Ⲵᾝउ䟿࣐ˈ䙢㘼
֯׳䣧৺࠶䣧䮻᭟൘ᵜᆓᓖкᨊ 22.6%㠣 160 㩜ᯠ࣐එݳǄ

㹼᭯䮻᭟൘ 3Q2010 ࣐ 15.7%㠣 270 㩜ᯠ࣐එݳǄ䙉ѫ㾱↨Ҿ䳶ൈ⨮ᴹᬤݵ䀸ࢳл
ᐕӪᮨⲴ࣐ᡰᕅ䎧Ⲵ䔳儈ᐕ䋷᭟ࠪǃ㯚䠁䃯ᮤˈԕ৺䔳儈Ⲵᣈ㠺ǃ᭔䣧㠷ᡯ⭒〵Ǆ

䳶ൈⲴ㚟⠏ޜਨইӜই䓺⎖䧞䓼䓺䕋ᴹ䲀䋜ԫޜਨ (ǋইӜই䓺ǌ) ᯬ 3Q2010 Ⲵⓒ࡙
䋒⦫ᗎ 90 㩜ᯠ࣐එݳ䮧㠣 320 㩜ᯠ࣐එݳǄ䙉ѫ㾱↨࣏ᯬইӜই䓺ሽᇒᡦⲴࡇ䓺ӔԈ
䟿࣐ᡰ㠤Ǆ

䳶ൈᯬ 9M2010 ਆᗇ 35.2%Ⲵ⠏ᾝ乽䮧㠣 1 ܴ 4,340 㩜ᯠ࣐එˈݳ㘼℺⳺ᤱᴹӪ៹ք
ⓒ࡙ࡷкॷ 26.9%㠣 3,470 㩜ᯠ࣐එݳǄ

ᡚ㠣 2010 ᒤ 9 ᴸ 30 ᰕ→ˈ䳶ൈⲴ⨮䠁৺⨮䠁ㅹܩ⢙⛪ 9,870 㩜ᯠ࣐එݳǄ
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哕䚄ᯟሷᯬ 2010 ᒤ 12 ᴸ 10 ᰕ⍮ⲬㅜҼ⅑ѝᵏ㛑⇿Პ䙊㛑 0.25 ᯠ࣐එ࠶Ǆ㚟਼ 2010
ᒤ 9 ᴸ 15 ᰕᡰ⍮ⲬⲴㅜа⅑ѝᵏ㛑ˈޜਨሷᯬ 2010 ᒤкॺ䋑᭯ᒤ⍮Ⲭ⇿Პ䙊㛑ޡ
0.5 ᯠ࣐එ࠶Ǆ䪂ҾᐢᬤབྷⲴ㛑ᶡ㗔ˈ㪓һᴳ᧕лֶሷᯬ⇿ॺ䋑᭯ᒤᓖ㘳ឞі⊪ᇊ⍮Ⲭԫ
օ㛑 (⛪ᡚ㠣ޝᴸ→Ⲵѝᵏ㛑৺ᡚ㠣 12 ᴸ→Ⲵᵛᵏ㛑)Ǆޜਨᯬ 2010 䋑᭯ᒤሷ᭟
ԈⲴ⇿Პ䙊㛑㑭㛑ሷнቁᯬ 1.0 ᯠ࣐එ࠶Ǆ

ࡽᲟ

2010 ᒤ 10 ᴸ 6 ᰕˈ哕䚄ᯟ᧗㛑ᴹ䲀ޜਨᡀ࣏ᯬ俉㚟ਸӔ᱃ᡰкᐲˈᡀ⡢䳶ൈⲴਖа
䟽㾱䟼〻⻁Ǆ

哕䚄ᯟ㹼᭯㑭㻱ઘ㨟⭏ݸݹ䃚˖ǋᡁفᯬ俉ⲴㅜҼкᐲᨀॷҶᡁⲴفԱᾝᖒ䊑ˈ㘼ᡁ
فӖሷُࣙᐢᨀ儈Ⲵ⸕ᓖˈ࣋≲⛪᭟ᤱޜਨⲴᘐሖ㛑ᶡ⡝ਆᴰ儈ⲴഎǄǌ

㠚 2010 ᒤ 7 ᴸԕֶˈ䳶ൈⲴ䣱ਸ䠁䜘㒬㒼ਆᗇѝ഻䩥䚃㹼ᾝ丵ⴞⲴਸ਼ˈ䙉Ӌ丵ⴞवᤜ
ᶝᐎൠ䩥 1 㲏㐊ǃ⨐⊏й䀂⍢䳋䓼䚃Ӕ䙊丵ⴞ (ᶡ㧎㠣␡ൣ⇥) ৺ᶡ㧎㠣ᜐᐎ䳋䓼䚃
Ӕ䙊丵ⴞǄ䣱ਸ䠁䜘Ӗ㠷䶂ጦഋᯩ嗀ᐤ䘚䩥䐟䙻䕨䁝ۉᴹ䲀ޜਨ㉭㖢⛪ CRH1-380 儈䙏
ࡇ䓺丵ⴞᨀл⑨␡࣐ᐕ㍴㼍ᴽउⲴੁᴨǄ

䳶ൈⲴ䣱ਸ䠁䜘ᯬ 2010 ᒤ 10 ᴸਆᗇ Bombardier Transportation GmbH ᡰ乂ⲬⲴਸ
਼ˈ䂢ਸ਼⛪䣱ਸ䠁䜘↧ֶ㾿⁑ᴰབྷⲴ഻䳋ਸ਼Ǆ䙉亟⽪䳶ൈ㠷഻䳋⸕ࡇ䓺䓺ᓲ㼭䙐
୶Ⲵ䮧ᵏਸ䰌ײӖ䙢а↕࣐␡Ǆ䳶ൈⲴ䣱ਸ䠁䜘ሷᴳ⛪⪎༛Ⲵ SBB 䴉ኔࡇ䓺丵ⴞ
(SBB Double Deck Train Project) ៹䣱ਸ䠁ᬐ༃රᶀ৺㍴㼍䜘ԦǄ
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ઘ⭏ݸ㺘⽪˖ǋᡁفᡰ⦢Ⲵ SBB 䴉ኔࡇ䓺丵ⴞਸ਼н۵ԓ㺘Ҷᇒᡦሽᡁف൘ᬐ༃රᶀᯩ
䶒Ⲵ㜭࣋Ⲵؑԫˈᆳᴤᱟ৽᱐Ҷᇒᡦሽᡁفл⑨␡࣐ᐕ㍴㼍ᴽउⲴؑᗳǄᡁفᴹᢺᨑˈ
㜭ཐ㒬㒼ӔԈіኅ⽪ᡁⲴف儈૱䌚⭒૱㠷ᴽउǄǌ

䳶ൈⲴㅜй৺ㅜഋọ䣱ਸ䠁ᬐ༃⭏⭓㐊ᐢ㏃䮻䙻ˈ㘼ㅜӄọᬐ༃⭏⭓㏛ⴞࡽ↓൘䙢
㹼ᆹ㼍৺䂖䙻ѝǄᆼᡀᖼˈ䳶ൈⲴ㑭ᒤᓖᬐ༃⭒㜭ሷ࣐㠣 5 㩜ನǄ

䳶ൈⴞࡽӖ൘ᔪ䙐ަㅜйọ㍴㼍㐊ˈ䂢ᐕ〻ᆼᡀᖼˈ䳶ൈ⇿ᒤሷ㜭ཐ⛪ 1 ॳ䕋䓺ᓲ䙢㹼
䓺億䜘ԦⲴ࣐ᐕǄ

ઘ⭏ݸ䃚˖ǋኅᵋᵚֶˈᡁفሽ哕䚄ᯟᤱ㒼ਆᗇ㢟ྭ㺘⨮ᝏࡠ′㿰Ǆǌ

䰌ᯬ哕䚄ᯟ᧗㛑ᴹ䲀ޜਨ

哕䚄ᯟᡀ・ᯬ 2000 ᒤˈⴞࡽᱟѝ഻Ⲵ䔹ᇒ䩥䚃䙻䕨㹼ᾝⲴ么ݸ䣱ਸ䠁ᬐ༃රᶀ⭒૱㼭䙐
୶Ǆཊᒤֶˈ哕䚄ᯟᔪ・Ҷ៹㎖ѝ഻䔹ᇒ䩥䚃䙻䕨㹼ᾝⲴ㢟ྭᖰ㑮䁈䤴ˈަѝवᤜ⁉
䂼ᙗਸ㌴ྲӜ⍕儈䙏䩥䐟丵ⴞⲴࡇ䓺៹৺ CRH3-380 丵ⴞⲴ䳋儈䙏ࡇ䓺៹Ǆ哕䚄
ᯟⲴᇒᡦवᤜѝ഻ই䓺㛑ԭᴹ䲀ޜਨ (ǋѝ഻ই䓺ǌ) ৺ѝ഻े䓺㛑ԭᴹ䲀ޜਨ (ǋѝ഻
े䓺ǌ) Ⲵѝ഻഻䁡ਟࡇ䓺㼭䙐୶ԕ৺഻䳋ᇒᡦྲ Alstom Transport (ǋAlstomǌ)ǃ
Siemens AG (ǋSiemensǌ) ৺ Bombardier TransportationǄ
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哕䚄ᯟҏሽইӜই䓺⎖䧞䓼䓺䕋ᴹ䲀䋜ԫޜਨ (ǋইӜই䓺ǌ) ᴹ 32.5%Ⲵㆆ⮕ᙗ℺
⳺ǄইӜই䓺ᱟаᇦᗎһ䮻Ⲭǃ㼭䙐৺䣧ൠ䩥ࡇ䓺ǃ䕹ੁᷦ৺ަ䰌䴦ԦᾝउⲴ㚟⠏
ޜਨˈӖ⛪ഋᇦ⦢䁡ਟㄦᣅ഻ᇦൠ䩥ࡇ䓺丵ⴞⲴ䁡ਟ䩥䚃㼭䙐୶ѻаǄ

哕䚄ᯟ⛪ቁᮨ㠚 2006 ᒤ㠣 2009 ᒤ䙓㒼ഋᒤޕ䚨ӎ⍢ǉ⾿ոᯟǊⲴǋᴰ֣ѝሿරкᐲޜ
ਨǌⲴޝ䯃ӎ⍢ޜਨѻаˈ਼ᱲӖᱟ⮦ѝୟаⲴ䣱ਸ䠁ᬐ༃රᶀ⭒૱㼭䙐୶ˈ䏣䁬
ޜਨⲴᾝउ৺ⓒ࡙ਆᗇᤱ㒼䮧ǄޜਨӖ῞⦢ 2010 ᒤᯠ࣐එԱᾝབྷ⥾ǋᐲ٬ 3 ܴᯠ࣐
එݳ㠣 10 ܴᯠ࣐එݳǌ于ࡕⲴǋᴰ֣ᣅ䋷㘵䰌˄ײ䠁˅⥾ǌǄ

哕䚄ᯟᯬᯠ࣐එ䅹ࡨӔ᱃ᡰᴹ䲀ޜਨѫᶯㅜакᐲˈіᯬ俉㚟ਸӔ᱃ᡰᴹ䲀ޜਨѫ
ᶯㅜҼкᐲǄ

Ⅲ⸕ᴤཊ䂣ᛵˈ䃻㚟㒛˖

ᯠ࣐එ
ଢสہ䀺䣈
䅍ភয
: +65 9781 5913
䗖ޜᇔ: +65 6534 5122
䴫䜥: huikheng.chia@citigatedrimage.com

䲣⒈⩻
: +65 9781 3605
䗖ޜᇔ: +65 6534 5122
䴫䜥: kelyn.tan@citigatedrimage.com

俉
ଢสہ䀺
Ⅴ⃮暾
: +852 9224 9240
䚜䶂: +852 2533 4612
䴫䜥: mill.seen@citigate.com.hk
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